The NAM Association Career Center showcases the career opportunities available in the manufacturing association sector while bringing top quality candidates to those associations seeking in-demand talent.

Benefits for Job Seekers:

Gain access to numerous manufacturing trade associations whose passion for their industry, commitment to their members’ success, collegial and engaging work environments along with competitive salaries and benefits package make for an ideal next step in your career. Job search tools are also available including: resume writing, career coaching and reference checks are just some of the tools to make your job search more manageable.

Benefits for Employers:

Get the attention you want from a large talent pool specifically seeking careers in a manufacturing association environment who passion and commitment is in keeping with your mission. Search for qualified candidates who may not be aware of your new position opening to proactively engage with them personally to alert them to your position listing. Manage and track applicants in your own applicant tracking system (ATS) or use the robust ATS available as part of your employer registration and set up.

Add on features include Featured Employers and Featured Jobs to get your association and open positions premium notice to the candidates. NAM membership provides Council of Manufacturing Association members reduced rates that are well below other leading job sites. Non-member postings are at competitive rates and open up a new realm of potential candidates not found on other job sites. Posting on the NAM Association Career Center site allows employers to easily post, manage position openings and candidates in one easy to use employer account.

About the NAM

The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) is the largest manufacturing association in the United States, representing small and large manufacturers in every industrial sector and in all 50 states. Manufacturing employs more than 12 million men and women, contributes $2.17 trillion to the U.S. economy annually, has the largest economic impact of any major sector and accounts for more than three-quarters of all private-sector research and development in the nation. The NAM is the powerful voice of the manufacturing community and the leading advocate for a policy agenda that helps manufacturers compete in the global economy and create jobs across the United States.

The NAM's world-class staff of policy experts provide unmatched access and information on the key issues affecting your business and bottom line. We are on the front lines of a wide range of policy battles, from immigration reform and labor relations, to energy and the environment, to trade policy and taxes. At every turn, we are working on behalf of manufacturers in America to advance policies that help manufacturers do what they do best: create economic strength and jobs.